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inFORM Decisions to feature at IBM PureSystems and IBM i Enterprise
Modernization Events with Adsero Optima
Rancho Santa Margarita, California (February 14, 2013) – inFORM Decisions
(www.informdecisions.com),a leading provider of IBM i document automation and modernization
solutions, will be featured at three modernization events with IBM and TEMBO Application Generation
in South Africa between Feb. 25 and March 1. These events will examine the many advantages of
IBM®PureSystems™ and IBM i Enterprise Modernization.
inFORM Decisions was named the Americas distributor for TEMBO’s flagship Enterprise Modernization
solution, Adsero Optima™, in August of 2012. Adsero Optima is the first solution to modernize heritage
IBM i applications that have been optimized for IBM PureSystems.
“We’re very excited to be partnering with IBM and TEMBO in this international event,” says Jerry
Humble, Director of Professional Services for inFORM Decisions . “This is an excellent opportunity for IT
specialists from all over the world to learn about modernizing their systems and saving money at the
same time. Each of these programs has distinct benefits and we’ll be hearing from experts who can
explain how they work as well as their best applications.”
PureSystems is a finely‐tuned integrated system providing industry expertise in an elastic, cloud‐ready
infrastructure to dynamically support the ever‐changing demands of business.
Adsero Optima (AO) is an enterprise modernization suite developed specifically for IBM Power Systems
running IBM i that migrates heritage databases to IBM DB2 SQL in a non‐disruptive and low‐risk fashion.
This significantly extends application life and provides a solid foundation for essential technologies such
as cloud, mobile computing and business analytics.
At the sessions, attendees will…
•

Learn how IBM and TEMBO have successfully migrated five leading ISV applications to IBM PureFlex
with TEMBO Adsero Optima.

•

Hear first‐hand from leading ISVs who have given their legacy applications new life and longevity.

•

Network with leading international and South African experts on subjects that include integrated
systems, workload consolidation, enterprise modernization and application longevity.

The schedule is as follows:
Feb. 25, 12‐4 p.m.
The Estuaries

1 Oxbow Crescent, Century Way
Cape Town
http://www‐304.ibm.com/events/idr/idrevents/detail.action?meid=10751&ieid=4704

Feb. 27, 12‐6 p.m.
The Royal Palm Hotel
8 Palm Blvd.
Umhlanga
http://www-304.ibm.com/events/idr/idrevents/register.action?meid=10750&ieid=4718

March 1, 12‐4 p.m.
70 Rivonia Road, Sandhurst
Johannesburg Gauteng
http://www-304.ibm.com/events/idr/idrevents/detail.action?meid=10750&ieid=4703

There is no charge for attending the sessions. For more information and to register, click on the event
links above or contact inFORM Decisions at 800‐858‐5544.
About inFORM Decisions
inFORM Decisions specializes in automation and modernization solutions for IBM i (iSeries). inFORM's
acclaimed iDocs Suite make it easy to design, add intelligence, archive and/or intelligently distribute
electronic documents, reports and checks to laser printers, fax, or email (in popular formats like PDF,
Excel, RTF, HTML, TEXT and more). The company distributes the database modernization solution,
Adsero Optima Foundation, to facilitate and automate the migration of all legacy (ISAM or DDS)
databases to the latest DDL (SQL/SQE) implementation of DB2 on IBM i. To learn more, visit
www.informdecisions.com or call 949.709.5838.
About TEMBO Technology Lab (Pty) Ltd
TEMBO specializes in the development of database modernization solutions for IBM Power Systems
running IBM i. Its flagship product is Adsero Optima™, which is considered globally unique in its field.
Adsero Optima modernizes legacy databases to the powerful SQL (SQE) engine, preserving and
extending legacy applications and providing a solid foundation for future modernization technologies
and projects. To learn more, visit www.adsero‐optima.com.
About IBM
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), headquartered in Armonk, N.Y., is one of the largest
IT firms in the world, marketing hardware and software applications as well as offering infrastructure,
hosting and consulting services. For further information, visit www.ibm.com.

